
PHOTOGRAPHY

The Photography course is structured so that students can start every week. Therefore there is 

not a fixed program, but students will concord together with the teacher a customized program 

based on their interests and level of experience. 

The course is available in the Basic and Semi-intensive form, with a minimum attendance of 

two weeks.

Classes are held 2 days a week for the Basic course and 3 days a week for the Semi-intensive 

course. 

Students are required to bring their own DLSR camera.

GENERAL PROGRAM

The program che be personalized according to the preferences of the student. The 
topics chosen can be the following:

- The Camera: light-meter, diaphragm, speed, depth of field, photographic lenses. 

- Architecture: Fundamental principles, perspective, choice of the lenses, relation
   between the distances, frame, composition, point of resumption.

- Reportage: to observe the ideal moment, to personify the narration, lens selection,
    research and development of a theme to photograph, outdoors practice on the chosen 
   theme.

- People: frame, plans and angles of resumption, lenses, practice on portrait 

- Photography in studio: lighting equipment, organization of a studio, temperature of
   the light, incident and reflected light, hard light and diffused light, light system.

- Still-life: setting up of a photographic set, composition, cromatism, outline of lighting 
   system, reflecting products, practical lighting system, creation of a still life project.

- Portrait: designing with light, psychological aspects of the subject, use of scenografic 
    elements, high and low contrast on the subject, direct and reflected light, backlighting,
   control of the lighting system in a set.

APPLY
www.arteleonardo.com



PRICES

Number 
of 

Weeks

BASIC COURSE
6 hours per week

SEMI-INTENSIVE 
COURSE

10 hours per week

2 400 € 660 €

3 590 € 990 €

4 800 € 1330 €

5 990 € 1660 €

6 1190 € 1990 €

7 1390 € 2320 €

8 1590 € 2660 €

9 1790 € 12990 €

10 1990 € 3320 €

The course is suitable for both beginners and students of more advanced levels and lessons 

are held in Italian or English

At the end of the course the students can request a Certificate of Participation.
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